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Ex. 1011 in IPR2015-01750; Ex. 1013 in IPR2015-01751; Ex. 1113 in IPR2015-01752
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1 Claim, 13 lh-awllu Qaetfi

What is claimed is:
1. Asystem for monitoring processing and disposition of

10 at least one material used in a business at a facility, the
system comprising:

a first database that provides product stewardship for at
least one selected material that is received, created,
consumed or produced as awaste product at the facility,
the first data base including information on at least one
product produced at the facility, information on eco-
logical and toxicological studies performed at the
facility, information for production of a Materials
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for at least one material
used at the facility, and tracking of allegations and
inquiries concerning operations at the facility; and

at least one additional database, drawn from the following
group of databases:
a second database that allows traclring and prevention

of selected incidents involving uninteentled discharge
of a material at the facility, the second database
including information on response to at least one
type of emergency at the facility, information on
tracking of at least one incident at the facility. and
safety irrlorrnation on at least one process used at the

a fifth database that tracks a controlled release or
discharge of a material to the environment, the fifth
database including information on discharge of atleast one hazardous substance into at least one of the
air, ihe water, the groundwater and the soil at the
facility, and information on at least one toxic chemi-
cal release at the facility;

it sixth database that provides selected information on
regulatory requirements for receiving, handling. pro-
cessing or producing hazardous materials. the sixth
database including information on at least one euvi»
ronmental audit conducted at the facility, informa-
tion on regulatory lists used at, and on regulatory
issues concerning, the facility. and information on at
least litigation issue concerning the facility; and

a. seventh database that provides selected information
on management of the facilitst. the seventh database
including information on at least one of the physical
structure and the organizational structure at the
facility. information on tracking of at least one
equipment item at the facility, and information on at
least one pmcnss used at the facility;

f3°fli1lv'3 a tools module that provides software for at least one of 5
third dfililbasc "131 IJl’0VidBS information 051 and creation of a report on operations at the facility, cre-
“3°5'il'°1'i“8 Of P°'3°m1°1 11°31‘-h “Dd 3af°1Y 31 “W tllion of formulas and exprcaions for a. report on
Eflfllllly, l.l]C lhlfd database lllfilllfllflg lDf0ITI]3llC|l‘l OI] opefgfigns’ cfggfiofl of at least one image for 3 [gpgfl an
dCl'«D°3|'3Pl1i¢5 Of Pt‘rTS0flflt~’«l Wtlfkiflg 31 1513 facility. operations, archiving of at least one record on
information on personnel training, information on gP¢rgt_[on3, and 5q;;ufi[y m¢,a,u;;_¢, implgmgntgd at 151.;
safety measures implemented at the facility; injuries
and illnesses experienced by at least one worker at
the facility, and information on industrial hygiene

(',tJttmt_t7ttint:|ttu;|L5|]Et:t|.t5 and occupational medicine studies carried out at the
rttnusrat TM N ..i ll facility;

"“"5 a fourth database that provides information on and
monitoring of hazardous materials and hazardous
waste, the fourth database including information on
at least one hazardous material used at the facility,
tracking of at lest one waste material produced at
the facility, information on at pollution prevention
measures and on site remediation measures imple-
mented at the facility;

craters arr |llEl'l'|1Fl'Irt LEN3IlTE.lI':‘Elll -H ..ttN|J FIlDI'lDBl FElll lIllI:lG.FltlT||]i
END USER FUNCTIONS EDNFEBURATIDN TDUL5 THAI
El!lltlBl_EE| EN CDNFIGUMTIUN ENABLE THE END USEFI FUNCTIONS

facility, and that implements entry of one or more
changes in regulatory and non-regulatory reqttiremenrs
for the business without requiring manual reprogram-
ming of the tools module software; and

a relational database managctne ut module that linlts eachdatahase to each other database and to the tools module
so that an information item, once entered, becomes
available to each database and to the tools module.

l'nl!l£5. VEM. FUNDTIDE MD
Pt1EE.llilJLFEE.lFE.Al3l3EJ BY
ENE LRR Fljtlillllli lt'lIl LETADAIA
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Ex. 1012 at 5 in IPR2015-01750 – from 12/098,154

14. (New) A system, comprising:

a server accessible by a browser executed on a client device, the server including a first

portion, a second portion, a third portion, and a fourth portion,

the first portion of the server having information about unique aspects of a particular

application,

the second portion ofthe server having information about user interface elements and one

or more functions common to various applications, the various applications including the

particular application,

the third portion of the server being configured to dynamically generate a functionality

and a user interface for the particular application, the functionality and the user interface of the

particular application being based on the information in the first portion of the server and the

information in the second portion of the server, the third portion of the server being configured to

send the functionality and the user interface for the particular application to the browser upon

establishment ofthe connection between the server and the client,

the fourth portion of the server being configured to automatically detect changes that

affect the information in the first portion of the server and the information in the second portion

ofthe server.
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Ex. 1012 at 5 in IPR2015-01750 – from 12/098,154 Ex. 1001 at 33:19–34:8 in IPR2015-01750

14. (New) A system, comprising:

a server accessible by a browser executed on a client device, the server including a first

portion, a second portion, a third portion, and a fourth portion,

the first portion of the server having infonnation about unique aspects of a particular

application,

the second portion of the server having information about user interface elements and one

or more frmctions common to various applications, the various applications including the

particular application,

the third portion of the server being configured to dynamically generate a functionality

and a user interface for the particular application, the functionality and the user interface of the

particular application being based on the information in the first portion of the server and the

information in the second portion of the server, the third portion of the server being configured to

send the functionality and the user interface for the particular application to the browser upon

establishment of the connection between the server and the client,

the fourth portion of the server being configured to automatically detect changes that

affect the infonnation in the first portion of the server and the infonnation in the second portion

of the server.

EX. 1012 at 5 in lPFf2015-01750 — from 12/098,154

13. A system, comprising:

a server accessible by a browser executed on a client

device, the server including a first portion, a second

portion, a third portion, and a fourth portion,

the first portion of the server having infonnation about

unique aspects of a particular application,

the second portion of the server having information about
user interface elements and one or more fi111Cti0IlS com-

mon to various applications, the various applications

including the particular application,

the third portion of the server being configured to dynami-

cally generate a functionality and a user interface for the

particular application, the functionality and the user

interface ofthe particular application being based on the

information in the first portion of the server and the

information in the second portion ofthe server, the third

portion of the server being configured to send the func-

tionality and the user interface for the p ' ular appli-

cation to thebrowserupon establi - u - u o onnection

between the server and the client
the fourth portion of the server being con gured to auto-

matically detect changes that affect the information in

the first portion of the serverhe information in the
second portion of the server.

EX. 1001 at 33.'19—34.'8 in IPFr’2015-01750
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Ex. 1012 at 5 in IPR2015-01750 – from 12/098,154
Ex. 1013 at 7-8 in IPR2015-01750

14. (New) A system, comprising:

a server accessible by a browser executed on a client device, the server including a first

portion, a second portion, a third portion, and a fourth portion,

the first portion of the server having information about unique aspects of a articular

Examiner Note

If the examiner had not read the application number she never would have realized that

these claims went with this specification. The claims are extremely generic and broad there is no

mention about regulatory changes or anything that the invention talks about in the first 13 pages

of the specification that the invention is trying to solve/ directed at.

Currently the independent claim has 1) “unique aspect” and 2) “user interface element”

for a particular application. Ifyou talked to any software developer every project they worked

on has at least these two elements and probably 100% of their software projects.
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Change Layer

CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED ON THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIDED FOR CONFIGURATION

ENO USEFI FUNCTIONS CONFIGURATION TOOLS THAT

ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USEG FUNCTIONS

13

Java Data Management Layer

ENO USER FUNCTIONS ARE ENABLED CONFIGURATION TOOLS DEFINE

FFIOM NIEIADATA DEFINITIONS END USEFI FUNCTTONS IN METROATA

1 5

Metadata Layer

TABLES, VIEWS, FUNCDONS AND L
PROCEDURES ARE ACCESSED BY | MEMDATA REFERENCES TABLES,
END USER FUNCTIONS VIA METADATA vIEw3_ FUNCTIONS ANEI pngcgnungs

Business Content Layer 17
FIG. 1

EX. 1001/1101 FIG. 1
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPR2015-01750

Ex. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIOEO FOR CONFIGURATION

END USEFI FUNCTIONS CONFIGURATION TOOLS THAT
ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USER FUNCTIONS

13

Java Data Management Layer

FFIUM METADATA DEFINITIONS END USER FUNUNDNS IN METADATAOGNRGORATTONTOOLS DEFINE

Metadata Layer 15
The system operates at four layers, as illustrated in FIG. 1:

(1) a change management layer 11 that includes one or moreTABLES, VIEWS, FUNCTIONS AND

Am I change agents that “cruise the Web” and identify and bring to
’ the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-regulatory

changes found on the Web that may aflect a user’s business;
HQ‘ 1 (2) a Java data management layer 13, a user interface, built

using the Java language, that applies metadata attributes to

Ex_ 1001/1101 F/G_ 1 business and business-change related data (regulation-based

or non-regulation-based); (3) a metadata layer 15 that pro-

vides andfor defines data about every feature of the user

interface including, without limitation, tools, worklists, data

entry forms, reports, documents, processes, formulas,

images, tables, views, columns, andother structures and func -

tions, and (4) a business content layer 1 7 that is specific to the

particular business operations of interest to the user.

EX. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPI-72015-01750

EX. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPI-72015-01751 and -01752
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPR2015-01750

Ex. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer I
CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED DN THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIDED FDR CUNFIGURATIDN

END USER FUNCTIONS CONFIGURATION TUCILS THAT
ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USER FUNCTIONS

Elfl F71 ll IE7

Java Data Management Layer

The system operates at four layers, as illustrated in FIG. 1:

TAEILEG, VIEWS, FUNCTIONS AND (1) a change management layer 11 that includes one or more
PROCEDURES ARE ACCESSED BY I - n - - -

END USER FUNCHONS WA METADMA I change agents that “cruise the Web and identify and bring to
the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-regulatory

changes found on the Web that may aflect a user’s business;

(2) a Java data management layer 13, a user interface, built

using the Java language, that applies metadata attributes to
EX. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

(1)21 chalige nianageinent layer 1 I that inc

eliange agelils that “crtlist: the 1-‘N-"I.:b""EI11«T.l itlentilij.-' Enid bring Lo ,3: data
the LI;-N:r";~; EIttI.:TT1itT1T I'Ii3lLI‘.-".E1l]l regttltlttir}-' and l1t]I'l-I'tJ_":.£_L1l‘Ellt}I'_"y'

elianges found U11 the l-VEIJ that n1a}: tiffettl £1 11 ser’ s bu siness:
particular business operations of interest to the user.

8 1,1561‘

EX. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPI-72015-01750

EX. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPI-72015-01751 and -01752
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPR2015-01750

Ex. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer

CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED DN THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIDED FDR GUNFIGURATIDN

END USER FUNCTIONS CDNFIGUFIATIUN TUCILS THAT
ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USER FUNCTIONS
:- — -

Java Data Management Layer I
END USER FUNCTIONS ARE ENABLED CDNATIDN TUDLS DEFINE
FHDNI METADATA DEFINITIONS END USER FUNCTIONS IN IVIETADATA

The system operates at four layers, as illustrated in FIG. 1:

iEUflI:Igg|E¥EDAg\EJ (1) a change management layer 11 that includes one or more
END USER FUNCHONS WA METADMA change agents that “cruise the Web” and identify and bring to

the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-regulatory

changes found on the Web that may aflect a user’s business;

(2) a Java data management layer 13, a user interface, built

using the Java language, that applies metadata attributes to

business andbusiness-Chane related data reulation-based

business and btlsitiess-chatige related data (reg1Il:.1Iion-based rmulas’
+ _ dfunc-

ornon-reg11lal1on-basad)1 , ,

EX. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPI-72015-01750

EX. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPI-72015-01751 and -01752
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPR2015-01750

Ex. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer

CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED DN THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIDED FDR GUNFIGURATIDN

END USER FUNCTIONS CDNFIGUFIATIUN TUCILS THAT
ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USER FUNCTIONS

I Elfl EDI II IE7

Java Data Management Layer

END USER FUNCTIONS ADE ENABLEDI CDNFIBLIFIATIDN TUDLS DEFINE
PRO II I Al | I] ll ! _ at INMETADMA

 "—I 

Metadata Layer ‘"15
- - The system operates at four layers, as illustrated in FIG. 1:

iEUflI:Igg|E¥EDAg\EJ (1) a change management layer 11 that includes one or more
END USER FUNCHONS WA METADMA change agents that “cruise the Web” and identify and bring to

the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-regulatory

changes found on the Web that may aflect a user’s business;
F][.}_ 1 (2) a Java data management layer 13, a user interface, built

using the Java language, that applies metadata attributes to

EX- 7007/7707 F/G 7 (3) a metadata layer 15 that pro- 3t"*'(1'eg“1ali°n'b35ed
‘\«"1(lBS a11d,-“or delities data about es-‘en-' feature of the user ta layer 15 that pm"

" ; feature of the user

interl'aceit1cl11di11g, witl1ouI lir11iIaIion. tools. worltlists. data to013! Workfistsa data
eIITry terms. reports, documents. processes. tormltlas, processes’ formulas,
images. tables. Tsiews, colunms, and other structures and ll.1llC- er structures and func-

tions; 7 that is specific to the

C1] ar USIIIBSS 013611?! 10113 O 111 CICSI E0 thfl USCI‘.

,an_/I3

EX. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPI-72015-01750

EX. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPI-72015-01751 and -01752
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPR2015-01750

Ex. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer

CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED DN THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PROVIDED FDR CUNFIGURATIDN

END USEFI FUNCTIONS CDNFIGUFIATIUN TUCILS THAT
ENABLED BY CONFIGURATION ENABLE THE END USER FUNCTIONS

Elfl FWI II IF7

Java Data Management Layer

END USER FUNCTIONS ARE ENABLED

FHDNI METADATA DEFINITIONS

Metadata Layer

The system operates at four layers, as illustrated in FIG. 1:

TAGLEG, VIEWS, FUNCTIONS AND (1) a change management layer 11 that includes one or more
PRUCEDUFIES ARE ACCESSED BY I si - n - - -
END USER FUNCHONS WA METADMA NIEADATAHEFENESI change agents that cruise the Web and identify and bring to

—"TT T‘. the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-regulatory
Business Content Layer changes found on the Web that may aflect a user’s business;

(2) a Java data management layer 13, a user interface, built
to

EX. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

(4)21 business t3L“Il1'[t3I1Tl£E1_'jI-’Cl‘ 17 tl

partietllar bttsiliess UptJl’ElIIUI'lH DI" iTTIercE-II to the Ltser.
' I" u HI n|""

images, tables, views, columns, andother structures and func -

tions; and (4) a business content layer 1 7 that is specific to the

particular business operations of interest to the user.

EX. 1001 at 9:38-52 in IPFI2015-01750

EX. 1001/1101 at 9:33-48 in IPFI2015-01751 and -01752
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Ex. 1001/1101 FIG. 1

Ex. 1001/1101 at 32:9-34 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752

Change Layer

CHANGES ARE IDENTIFIED DN THE INTERNET USING

INTELLIGENT AGENTS AND PHDVIDED ma CONFIGURATION _ ‘ _ _ (

END USER FUNCTIONS BONHGUHAHDN TOOLS THAT A 5} ntem tor pnwtdtttga d}t1£II111Caii}' generated apph-
ENAELED 3y c0N|:tGUF;ATtDN ENABLE THE END USEF; ]IUNC'|'|[]NS cation having one or more luncttens and one or nmre user

interlitce elements; cumprisitlg:

at server computer:

one or more client contputers connected to tlte server

CQNHGURAHQN TQQLS DEHNE CI.‘)lIlplII€l' GU61‘ -'3! COI'l1plll|3I' l1€IW0l'i(2
it first layer associated with the server CDtt‘t]'!uIC]‘ contain-

15 ing ittfonttatiott about the unique aspects efa particular

applicatinn;

it secund layer associated with the server eumptlter cun-
TABLES,V|EWS,FUNCt1DNSAND ,-- » ~ .. . . .. - .: ~ .
PROCEDURES ARE ACCESSED By MEMDATA HEFERENCE5 TABLES, tanning tntetrm.tt1on abeut the user tntcrhtcc and tunn-
END USER FtJNCTtDNS VIA METADATA VIEWS. FIJNCTIUNS AND PROCEDURE; Item: common to a vartety nt apphcattmts. a particular

_ 17 applieatinn being generated based on the data in both
Busmess C°"t9”t Layer the that and second |a;.'et'.~::

a third layer associated with the server computer that

retrieves the data in the tirst and second layers in order

EX. 1001/1101 FIG. 1 In generate the functionality and user interface ele-
ments of the application: and

a change ntanagentent layer for autematicallgr detecting

citattges that atTect an ztpplieatittlt.

each client computer further eentprising a brntvser appli-

cation being executed by each client computer. wherein

a user interface and l‘unctinna|ity fer the particular

application is distributed to the brtwrser application and

dyttattticaily generated when the client computer cun-

neets In the server eutttpttter.

EX. 100 1/1101 at 32.'9-34 in lPFt’2015-01751 and -01752
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Petitioner’s Reply to POR, Paper 72 at 4 in IPR2015-01751

AIT’S SOLE BASIS FOR CHALLENGING THE GROUNDS IS THAT

THE PRIOR ART ALLEGEDLY DOES NOT TEACH

“AUTOMATICALLY DETECTING CHANGES THAT AFFECT AN

APPLICATION”

For each of Grou.nd.s 1-4, the only limitation that the POR and AlT’s

su.pporting expert d.eclarations alleged was not met was “automatically detecting

changes that affect a particu.lar application” in claim 21 and the change

management layer for performing that function in claim 13 . POR at 22-32; Ex.

2032 ‘W51-84; Ex. 2033 W41-64; Ex. 1058 at 118:3-119:6, 127:5-128:8, 143:2-

l44:5 (Dr. Jagad.ish conceded that he offered. no opinion that the prior art fails to

meet any other claim limitation)4.

Petitioner’s Reply to POR, Paper 72 at 4 in IPR2015-01751
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1. A system for providing a dynamically generated appli-

cation having one or more functions and one or more user

interface elements; comprising:

a server computer:

one or more client computers connected to the server

computer over a computer network:

a first layer associated with the server computer contain-

ing information about the unique aspects ofa part

application:

a second layer associated with the server mputer con-

taining information about the user ' erface and func-

tions common to a variety of . . lications. a particular

application being genera = u based on the data in both
the lirst and second + ers-

a third layer associated with the server computer that

retrieves the data in the first and second layers in order

to generate the functionality and user interface ele-

ments of the application; and

a c ange management ayer or atttomatrca y etectrng

chan es that aifect an a lication.

each client computer firrther comprising a browser appl'

cation being executed by each client computer. who in

a user interface and functionality for the pa cuiar

application is distributo:i to the browser appli .

dynamically generated when the client co - uter con-

nects to the server computer.

‘482 Patent . 1001), claim 1.

a chair e mana ement la er for atrtomaticall deteetin

-1 aflim an aPP1i'~‘=tti0n~

27. In my opinion. the broadest reasonable interpretation a POSITA

would apply to a “change management layer“ is automatically detecrin

‘482 patent. hese “changes" detected by the change ntanagernent layer arise from

changes external to the application promm.

Jagadish Deci. (Ex. 2032) at ‘J 27.

RPX Exhibit 1057

_ _ _ RPX .A|T
h rrnpact how the applrcatron p1'og1'am should operate. In the context of the ,pR2£,'154m51
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 102:9-13

I-IDSMGRAI-BER JEGADISH, PH.D. - I]6f23f2lJ16 Page 1131

Right. What I'm trying to get at with my question is

that what your construction does is construe the

functional words that follow a change management layer

for; right? Those words are automatically detecting

changes that affect an application. So you're

offering a construction of what that function means;

right?

Yes. And I think what I was trying to say was I'm not

trying to limit myself to some kind of functional

construction. I'm trying to construe change

management layer and yes, it is true that my

understanding of change management layer is to a large

extent determined by the functions that such a layer

should perform.

Well. when you say such a layer should perform, the

claim explicitly says what function it performs;

right?

Well. that's the best intrinsic evidence in support of

my understanding.

And you have construed the function in the claim as

meeting your construction? Sorry. That's a terrible

question.

You have construed the words ‘for

automatically detecting changes that affect an

application"? That is what you offered a construction

I-IOSJLGIIAI-E111 JEGADISH, PlI.D. — 06/23/2016 Page lD2

of . not the words "change management layer‘; right?

Yeah. And I think that that's what I'm trying to

explain. I think that to the extent change management

layer is not a term of art, when one attempts to

understand what that could possibly mean in the

context of these claims, one has to look at the claims

and the spec and whatever else one knows that's

relevant —— or one at that time would have known

that's relevant. and—

 That

is consistent with everything else that we know about

change management layer with respect to what is stated

about it in the spec and elsewhere.

Okay. So can I point you to Paragraphs 42 and 43 of

your declaration?
Yes.

So in these paragraphs —— what Dr. Crovella said was I

believe exactly what you just said, which is that when

you construe that clause ‘change management layer‘

performing the function, it should be construed to be

a layer that performs the function explicitly recited

in the claim. and Paragraphs 42 and 43- of your

DTI CU“-“'3 R‘3P°r'3i"-9 5°]-11'-'-i°"1 ‘ E'°5'3‘I'1 DTI Court Reporting Solution — Eustczn
1-517-542-0039 WW-deposition-com 1-517-542-0039 www.c'lepos:i.ticIn.cc|m

AlT’s Expert, EX. 1058/1158 at 102.'9- 13
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1. A system for providing a dynamically generated appli-

cation having one or more functions and one or more user

interface elements; comprising:

a server computer:

one or more client computers connected to the server

computer over a computer network:

a first layer associated with the server computer contain-

ing information about the unique aspects ofa part

application:

a second layer associated with the server mputer con-

taining information about the user ' erface and func-

tions common to a variety of . . lications. a particular

application being genera = u based on the data in both
the lirst and second + ers-

a third layer associated with the server computer that

retrieves the data in the first and second layers in order

to generate the functionality and user interface ele-

ments of the application; and

a c ange management ayer or atttomatrca y etectrng

chan es that aifect an a lication.

each client computer firrther comprising a browser appl'

cation being executed by each client computer. who in

a user interface and functionality for the pa cuiar

application is distributo:i to the browser appli .

dynamically generated when the client co - uter con-

nects to the server computer.

‘482 Patent . 1001), claim 1.

a chair e mana ement la er for atrtomaticall deteetin

-1 aflim an aPP1i'~‘=tti0n~

27. In my opinion. the broadest reasonable interpretation a POSITA

would apply to a “change management layer“ is automatically detecrin

‘482 patent. hese “changes" detected by the change ntanagernent layer arise from

changes external to the application promm.

Jagadish Deci. (Ex. 2032) at ‘J 27.

RPX Exhibit 1057

_ _ _ RPX .A|T
h rrnpact how the applrcatron p1'og1'am should operate. In the context of the ,pR2£,'154m51
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 94:1-15

Ex. 1057/1157

automatically delcctin 1

tat al]'cct an application.

27. In n1y opinion. the broadest reasonable inteipretation a POSITA

would apply to a "change nianagement layer" is automatically detectin Rpx Exhibit1g57RPX V. AIT
|PR2015-01750

which impact how the application p1'og1'a1n should operate. In tl1e context of the

‘482 patent. hese “‘cha11ges" detected by the change nianagement layer arise fi'on1

Changes external to the application progranl.

Jagaish Dec]. (Ex.2032) at'[ 27.

Okay. So I want to Show you another— EX' 1057/1157
and it is the same exhibit but

we've color coded the words I think we've just walked

through and agreed how they correspond to each other.

So I'd like to just quickly walk through this. So the

green boxes illustrate that the words "automatically

detecting" in the claim appear in the construction

verbatim; right?

Yes.

AIT’s Expert, EX. 1058/1158 at 94.'1-15
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 83:13

lmS JEGRDI, PH.D. — 06/23/2016 Page B3

imrentor says I can accept user input in whatever form

it may arrive, that use of the form is the word 'form'

in English and not necessarily a web form, which is

what the invention may be about. And I think that one

shouldn't just because one used that word 'form'

somewhere in the plain and ordinary English sense get

confused with respect to the use of the technical term

"form" which means a web form in the context of my

hypothetical invention.

Can we get back to this one; right? I mean, I believe

you testified earlier the word 'change' is not a

technical term of art, is it?

3- ' However; the

word "change" and “change management‘ and

"automatically detecting change‘ are critical terms in

the claims and therefore terms that have to be

construed and understood in light of the claims and

the specification.

Right. End this very same inventor used the word

"change" to refer to —— 'changed' to refer to actions

taken by a user, right, with respect to the system?

It's the same inventor; right?

The imrentor used the verb 'changed' in an entirely

different context as something that was used

explicitly as a user override to the primary

IJTI Count lleport:i.ng Boluticm — Boston
1—61'i"—542—[IlllI39 |Iww.depoBitioIl.umII
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POR at 14, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 115:12-17

HDSEGHBHER JEGBDISH, PH.D. - 06/23/2016 Page 115 HDSHGRAHDR JEGADISH, PH.D. - U6f23f2D16 Page 116

not changes that require automatic detection, and so agreement. if we interpret it as B, then he's

if you read changes to include those things, then you inconsistent. and I therefore declare his

end up with an inconsistent reading of the phrase interpretation as A or B as overly broad and believe

"automatically detect changes.‘ that the correct interpretation should be A and not A

Well. let's taI|J( about that. Because I think there's or B.

a difference between saying you end up with an 6 Well. let me give you a hypothetical that maybe is

interpretation that is not limited to the embodiment simple. The specification describes an orange and the

and an interpretation that is inconsistent; right? patent drafter calls it a fruit. Okay? Somebody in

Yes. I'm taI|J(_ing about inconsistency. I'm not —— I the petitioner's position challenge it and shows a

have never tried to limit the claims to the reference that shows an apple. Is an apple a fruit?

environment. An apple is a fruit.

So let's talk about that. — It's not the fruit in the specification?

 That is correct-

- Calling the —— interpreting the fruit broadly enough

 to cover an apple and an orange is not inconsistent

 because —— here's with the specification; right?

sort of the logic. Change can mean A or E. If change No, it is not. In fact, that is —— that's exactly how

means A. let's say that it covers the embodiments of one should be reading claims.

the spec. If change means B, it leads to an Okay. So in our example I think we agreed that change

inconsistent interpretation of the spec —— of the —— that happens in some government database is the same

of the claims. Sorry. The claims —— the claim type of change that happens to the internal database.

language is inconsistent. I'm interpreting change to What I understand you to be saying is, yeah, but the

mean. A. he wants to interpret it to mean A or B. If type of change that happens to the internal database

he interprets it as A —— if I take his A or B and is not the type of change that is detected by the

deconstruct it, if we interpret it as A, we're in embodiments in the specification and therefore I'm

DTI Court Reporting Solution — Boston D'I'I Court. Reporting Solutiozn — Boston
1-617-542-0039 mm-.depositiorn.aom 1-617-542-0039 mIw.depoBitim1.omn
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‘482 patent at 10:7-10, Ex. 1001 in IPR2015-01751, Ex. 1101 in IPR2015-01752

US 7.356.432 B2
9
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 86:11-25

HDSAGREHAR JHGBDISH. PH.D. - (16/23/2016 Page 86

That's what the invention's about.

Well, with all due respect, you keep saying what the

invention is about. I guess I'm asking the

specification says you can change these things through

a manual routine, which is user action; right?

The —— you can change end—user functions through

manual actions and the —— and the specificatio

explicitly allows for manual actions and explicitly

allows for a manual override, as we were discussing

previously.

And the inventor uses the word "change' to describe

something that it is directed by user interaction;

right?

That is for the manual override, and I think the point

is the word 'change,' again, because it's such a

simple common word in the English language, becomes

the changes that are —— the changes that are being

detected, and the changes that are the changes of

concern to the change management layer and the change

configuration layer result in changes to the

DTI Court Reporting Solution - Bostozn.
1-G17-542-[1039 www.depcIaitiun.ccnn
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Ex. 1059/1159 at 11

POR at 18, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751

Claim Term / Phrase AIT Proposed Construction Salesforce Pronosed
Construction

“changes that affect a “modifications to

particular application”/ regulatory, technological, or

“changes that affect an social requirements stored

application” in a third party repository

that affect an application”

(‘482 claims 1, 21)

EX. 1059/1159 at 11

The term “change management layer” would be understood to one of

ordinary skill in the art as “a layer that automatically detects changes which

impact how the application program should operate.” (Ex. 2032, 1] 27; Ex.

2033, ‘H 26) The associated “changes” “arise from changes external to the

application program.” (Ex. 2032, <H 27; Ex. 2033, an 27-28)

POE’ at 18, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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POR at 18, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751

POR at 24 and 27, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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Ex. 1060/1160 at 7

Case 3: 13—cv—OUE-28-RCJ—VPC Document 3'3 Filed 10f3D1'15 Page 3 of 19

palultlactsnrtit 'Ih:spadjicafimtkn5notm111atEg|Ie1de;dclsIt1csmn1ntalo1t‘fl|:

paIumae’smven1mrn.'' Tofl1eco1Ir.1ry,Ituespeufica‘hnn'' simpljr5IaIrsI11atFigmel“scl1una1:|call'jr

1"I.'nL§£r'n'fl:rflx:relau'1:x:I1:l11p' af1im1ayusma1are11.e1xinnycmnpanen1sofmemuenn''n|1”

(BocbdDcc]_, Ex 1(‘-I32pak:n1:,a1 850—51}:I— T1IIIS.th1: spccizficaijnnmah-.sclcarfl1atFig|Ic1

Enndyamghhuddqidfimfiflngamrflmhfimfllipbdummflmfiwrhyusdmc

discloaedilvuiinnmfldoeinotlinfilmescopeofflmassermddaimi .Em bm_v_

sqrari Wmrma-arm» 535., Im:_,33lF_3dl111,11l?(Fe1l Cir. 2004) {“parI:in1]:1tuIIbodi.u1u1ls

qapeauhgmflncwfittmcksuipfimwfllnutbeusndmfitnitdaimlmgmgcththaslxuadcr

cffumL]___mless&npmunmtnsdunmmmedadeaIimm.fimmfinfllmndaimmupeusing

wmtkmex[xessimsofnnmfieslucmsimmr$hiJim_”)(hIamlqmi:fimsmnld1zfims

omitted).

Sahmdnmca1socnmnom|ymmmdsmaiflm“d1m$Ihaaifa1___“finfiufim:sstmuld

beEmfiedmmtaeq:edficmmgmit5af“modifiaflnmmregImmry,mchnologiuLwmch]

 ”

mahuialchmgsddncbdbyflnchinrdchmgcnnlagumntlayufmlflfisisimmnct (D1-_E

Br.a1:2lJ:8—13). 1hespe:ifimfinnstatesmatfl1echangemamgenrm1ajIer“im:hdesoma:mme

dJmg2agnnsmat___idenfif)Imdhingmflmn§H’saflm.fimrd£vmlmgI1hnHya!dMw—

mg1dmaryc.kmgasfi)m11onflI:Va'd)fl1aInnyaffiu1ausu’sh15inemi_" (BocbdDu:I_,ELl

(‘-l82patu1l,a19:3-4-38)}. Inofl1crwurds,fl11:spccifica1jnndescriI:u:fl1aifl:1ect|ange

managune-t1=3==rcandem 

ucItju5lchangeswi1iflnoeltainca1i:gni$ofsIJtI_ie11m:11nr_

C. “dynanicaflygelute...”

"dyn;1|ni1:alljrg:nu:at1::1
fimdimaljtjralldalxsu
.| E ,,

(111c1aim13)

PLADFHIF Jl1Pl'.[1CA'l'I0NS IN ]1ol'l'ERNI'T
TJMIE, LLC‘S REPLYCIAIM CDNSTTDCHON BRIEF CASE NO. 3:1?-cv—D0628—RCJ—V'PC
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Petitioner’s Reply on ‘482 patent, Paper 72 at 4 in IPR2015-01751

AIT’S SOLE BASIS FOR CHALLENGING THE GROUNDS IS THAT

THE PRIOR ART ALLEGEDLY DOES NOT TEACH

“AUTOMATICALLY DETECTING CHANGES THAT AFFECT AN

APPLICATION”

For each of Grou.nd.s 1-4, the only limitation that the POR and AlT’s

su.pporting expert d.eclarations alleged was not met was “automatically detecting

changes that affect a particu.lar application” in claim 21 and the change

management layer for performing that function in claim 13 . POR at 22-32; Ex.

2032 ‘W51-84; Ex. 2033 W41-64; Ex. 1058 at 118:3-119:6, 127:5-128:8, 143:2-

l44:5 (Dr. Jagad.ish conceded that he offered. no opinion that the prior art fails to

meet any other claim limitation)4.

Petitioner’s Reply on ‘482 patent, Paper 72 at 4 in IPR2015-01751
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Petitioner’s Reply on ‘111 patent, Paper 70 at 4-5 in IPR2015-01750

For each of Grounds 1-3, the only limitation the POR and AIT’s supporting

expert declarations alleged was not met is the fourth portion configured to

automatically detect “changes that affect the information in the first portion of the

server or the information in the second portion of the server.” POR at 22-32; Ex.

2032 111151-84; EX. 2033 1Hl4l-64; EX. 1058 at 11823-11916, 12715-12828, 143:2-

l44:5 (Dr. Jagadish conceded that he offered no opinion that the prior art fails to

meet any other claim limitation)3 .

Petitioner’s Reply on ‘1 11 patent, Paper 70 at 4-5 in IPR2015-01750
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‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 33:19 – 34:8 in IPR2015-01750

13. A systeln. comprising:

at server accessible by 3 browser executed on 3 client

device. the server including a first portion, 21 second

portion. El third portion. and 11 Fourth portion.

the Iirst portion ol‘ the server halving inlintnattion about

Ltnique aspects ofat patrticttlatr 2tpplie2ttie11_.

the second portion of the server halving ittliirtnzttion about
user interface eietnents and one or more functions coni-

mon to vttriotts atpplietttions. the variotts ztpplicattions

inchtding the pztrtictdatr atpplietttiott,

the third portion ot'tl1e server being configured to d}-'r1:1n1i-

celiy generate :1 ftliieliotiztiil}-' and :1 userinterface for the

pztrliculztr application, the I'u11etionelity end the user

interface o 1' the pztrticular uppliezttioit being based on the

infornttttion in the first portion of the server and the

iiitorttiatioii in the second portion otithe server. the third.

portion of the server being conligured to send the func-

tiottttiity and the user interface for tl1e pa1rtieulz1rztppli-

cation to thebrmvserupoit establishment nta eenncction
between the server and the client device.

the fourth portion 0]" the server being configured to auto-

111attieetll}-' detect cllanlges that atfleet the itllennattien in

the first portion of the server or the irdormaition in the

second portion otithe server.

‘111patent, EX. 1001 at 33:19 — 34:8 in IPR2015-01750
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‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 33:19 – 34:8 in IPR2015-01750

13. A system, comprising:

a server accessible by a browser executed on a client

device, the server including a first portion, a second

portion, a third portion, and a fourth portion,

the first portion of the server having information about

unique aspects of a particular application,

the second portion of the server having information about
user interface elements and one or more fiinctions com-

mon to various applications, the various applications

including the particular application,

the third portion of the server being configured to dynami-

cally generate a functionality and

particular application, - ” ' 4

interface ofthe particular the fourth portion of the server being configured to auto-

i”f°““ati°”.i“ the first matically detect changes that affect the information in
information in the second . i _ ‘ _ _

the first portion of the server or the information in the

Miami and the user ml second portion of the server.
cation to thebrowserupon

the fourth portion of e server being configured to auto-

matically detect changes that afi"ect the information in

the first portion of the server or the information in the

second portion of the server.

’111 patent, EX. 1001 at 33:19 — 34:8 in IPI-72015-01750
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POR, Paper No. 63 at 21 in IPR2015-01750

U.S. Patent No. ?',3 56,482 Case Nos. IPR20l5—01?50
Inter Parre— Review IF‘R20l5—'Dl?'51

Patent Owner's Response lPR20l5—0l752

23 specify —— sounds to me like visiting different

24 websites, looking at them to see if changes have

25 taken place.

Dr. Crovella indicates that the change management layer includes an agent

that cruises the Web. The detected changes clearly from changes external to

the application."

D. The “automatically detecting" step

Method. claim 21 of the ‘482 patent includes t:he step of “automatically

detecting changes that alfect an application” which corresponds to the “change

management layer”. The meaning of "automatically detecting” should correspond

to t:hat of the “change management later” and the “changes” therein should

likewise “arise from changes external to die application.”

E. “The fourth portion” or “the fourth portion of the server"
element

Claim 13 oft:he ‘lll patent includes t:he “fourth portion" or the “fourth

portion ofthe server”. The iiJ.ll tnext ofthis reads, “the fourth of

the server being configured to automatically detect changes that affect the

in:Eor:mation in the lirst portion ofthe server or the infocmation in the second

portion of the

US. Patent No. ?',356,482 Case Nos. IPR20l5—01?50
Inter Parre— Review IF‘R20l5—'l}l T51

Patent Owner's Response lPR20l5—0l752

Substituting the “first portion" and the “second limitations from

claim 13 into t:he “fourth limitation, we have:

the fourth portion being configured to automatically detect
changes that afict information about unique aspects of a
particular application or (ii) information about user interface
elements and one or more functions common to various

applications including the particular application

This limitation, especially the phrase, “changes that affect,” is—as

the “changes” discussed above regarding the change management layer. Thus, the

“fourthporI:ion.,”asunderstoodbyaperson ofordinarysldllintheartandlike the

“change management layer” automatically detects changes that “arise from

changes external to the application.”

F. The “intelligent agent" element

The ‘482 patent expressly defines “intelligent agent” in two places. First, t:he

‘482 patent states, “An ‘intelligent agent’ is a specialized program that makes

decisions and performs tasks based on predefined rules and objectives.” (20:13).

Second, the ‘-182 patent states, “An ‘intelligent agent’ is a specialized

programthatresidesonanetworl:,orataserverasanappletandcanmake

decisions and perform tam based on pre—de:l:'|ned (10:4-2-45). This is

consistent with the ofa person of ordinary skill inthe art. (Ex. 2032,

TH] 49-50; Ex 2033, 1] The second statement is somewhat narrower than the

POR, Paper No. 63 at 21 in lPF:’2015-01750
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‘111 patent at 34:5-8, Ex. 1001 in IPR2015-01750

‘482 patent at 32:27-28, Ex. 1001 in IPR2015-01751, Ex. 1101 in IPR2015-01752

3 change rn£1m1go111e11t layer for E111’[t‘J1TlEl'[iCElii}-' detecting

cltaltges that afieet an application

‘482 patent at 32:27-28, EX. 1001 in IPF:’2015-01751, EX. 1101 in IPF:’2015-01752

the fourth portion of the server bein eonfi ured to auto-
matieall detect Chan es that affect the information in

the first portion of the server or the information in the

second portion of the server.

‘111 patent at 34.'5-8, EX. 1001 in IPR2015-01750
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Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106
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Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106

Petition, Paper 1 at 34 in IPR2015-01750,

at 42 in IPR2015-01751,

at 25 in IPR2015-01752
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Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106

Petition, Paper 1 at 42-43 in IPR2015-01751, 

at 26 in IPR2015-01752
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Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106

Petition, Paper 1 at 43 in IPR2015-01751, 

at 26-27 in IPR2015-01752
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Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106

Petition, Paper 1 at 44 in IPR2015-01751, 

at 27 in IPR2015-01752
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Petition, Paper 1 at 45 in IPR2015-01751, at 28 in IPR2015-01752

It would have been obvious to a POSA to implement a browser application

on Balderrama’s customer terminal for receiving and executing the order—ent1y

application, as browsers (including Java-enabled browsers) were commonly used to

receive U1 applications i11 client—server systems as of the ‘482 patent’s priority date-

(Crovella 111] 156-157.) For example, Java Complete (1996) describes using browsers

for U1 delivery over the Internet and within a company’s internal network- (EX. 1007

at 30, 31, 40; Crovella 1] 156.)
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 150:21-23

I-IQSJK-IRAI-ILR CIEGADISH, PlI.D. — 06/23/2016 Page 150

Time period. yes.

Would a thick client have been an obvious way to

implement Balderrama?

For the cost reasons that I just mentioned, it would

be an unnatural way to implement E-alderrama.

In the relevant time frame, had people used Java

applets to deliver order entry systems to a computer

running a browser?

So Java was relatively new. I think that by the late

1990s. which is what we're talking about, I believe

Java applets would have been known and delivering

functionality through Java applets to a browser would

have been known. I'll need to verify to check the

dates. but I think so. I think —— I think we're going

to be good on that.

And if the Balderrama system were implemented in that

manner so that the presentation was downloaded to the

local device as a Java applet and ran in a browser,

would there he an application program running on the

point of sale device?

 I just

believe that that is not the natural implementation

that one would expect or that one would design as --

D'I'I Court Reporting Solution — Boston
1-617-542-0039 www.depoBition.oorm

I-IOSLGHAI-Hill JEGADISH, PlI.D. — lJ6[2_'-I/2016 Page 151

it's something that would feel inappropriate, not

impossible. just inappropriate.

So let's explore what you mean by unnatural and

inappropriate. You're saying you don't think it would

be the best way to do it?

I think that the combination of Java applets with

Balderrama in the manner in which we just discussed

would not be something that one of ordinary skill in

the art would normally consider doing because it would

be too expensive to be a useful practical system, so

they probably wouldn't even go there.

Well. I want to make sure I understand. So you think

it might not be a commercially viable way of

implementing it but concede it sounds that people

would have understood it was an alternative? Is that

a fair characterization of your testimony?

I think what I'm saying is that before you even get to

putting two pieces together, you have to think about

the two pieces in the same mind frame, and if the two

pieces don't naturally go together because it would be

expensive, for example, you aren't going to think

about the two pieces in the same mind frame.

So let me give you a hypothetical. If you were asked

to offer an opinion on —— and Java applets for order

presentation were known and Ealderrama was known and I

I‘.|'I'I Court. Reporting Solution — Boston
1-617-542-0039 Im'w.depoBitioru.oor|n
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 156:23 – 157:3

I-IOSEGRAI-ILR JEGADISH, PH.D. - 06/23/2016 Page 156

you put Balderrama and Java together, you could still

be doing it as a thin client. So just because you

threw Java into the mix doesn't necessarily say you're

going to have a thick client or that you will have an

applet.

If the implementation we're talking about was the

client runs the browser, functionality is downloaded

as a Java applet. and I think you testified earlier

that then there would be an application running on the

client?

If that is the case. there would be an application

running on the client.

find your testimony about Ealderrama not meeting the

claim —— so when I asked whether it was based upon

Balderrama being implemented with a thin client, you

said no. so I guess I'd like to tease out when we

walked through the limitations of the claim and I was

talking about the presentation 90, you repeatedly said

that's not an application program; right?

Correct.

find that is based upon your assessment that it's

running on a thin client; right?

I‘.|'I'I Cclurt. Reporting ScI11.1t.io:n — Boston
1-61?-542-D039 www'.depoBiI:ion.oom

ImS JEGADISH, PlI.D. - l]6[23/2016 Page 15'?

 

 

— If you do not have such an applet

encoding of the application or some other such means

of putting what is currently Box 90 into an

application without taking an extra step of somehow

putting 90 into an application, if you just show me

Balderrama and the Box 90, I don't see an application

in Box 90.

Well. we looked at the —— that introductory text in

Column 1; right? Hhich says that presentation 90 is

going to allow the sale of an item in a self—service

fashion on an interactive device with a customer,-

right?
Yes.

So to execute a sale, there's got to be an application

program; right? Things have to be taken out of

inventory. the finances. There needs to be some

computer program running that is going to allow that

point of sale device to actually complete a sale,-

right?

There needs to be some computer program running. That

computer program may be running at the point of sale,

may be rumling on the server, or on the combination

thereof. Even if you did not have a thin client

DTI Ccru.I:'l:. Reporting Solution - Boston
1-617-542-0039 Innt.d.epositicm.oo1n
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Ex. 1061/1161 at ¶ 21

Ex. 1060/1160 at 5

21. Thus, at a high level, the '482 and '111 patents describe metadata within two layers:

one layer includes metadata that defines the unique aspects of an application; and the other layer

includes metadata that defines aspects common to a Variety of applications. They correspond to the

first and second information, respectively, as recited in the asserted claims.

EX. 1061/1161 at fl21

Claim Term / Phrase AIT Proposed Construction Salesforce Proposed
Construction

“changes that affect the “changes to an application’s “modifications to
information in the first metadata” regulatory, technological, or
portion of the server or the social requirements stored

information in the second in a third party repository

portion of the server” that affect information
about unique aspects of a

(‘ 1 11 claim 13) particular application or
functions common to

Various applications”

“changes that affect a “changes to an application’s “modifications to
particular application”/ metadata” regulatory, technological, or

“changes that affect an social requirements stored
application” in a third party repository

that affect an application”
(‘482 claims 1, 21)

EX. 1060/1160 at 5
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POR at 28-29, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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‘482 patent at 32:27-28 (claim 1), Ex. 1001 in IPR2015-01751, Ex. 1101 in IPR2015-01752
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RPX Expert on Balderrama, FIG. 3, Ex. 1006/1106
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Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 14

EX. 1062/1162 at 1/' 14

14. I disagree with Dr. .lagadish’s assertion in ‘[ 73 of his declaration that

the changes detected in Balderrama “relate to a user performing an internal change

to the application.” The changes detected by Balderrama’s updatefmodification

detector 82 include modifications to files and records in database 86

(conesponding to the claimed “first layer" or “First portion of the server") and

updates to template presentation 30 {corresponding to the claimed “second layer"

or “second portion of the server"); whereas the configured presentation 90

corresponds to the claimed “application." 

_Configured presentation 90 is the application that results from

subsequently bringing together the changed database files and records (first

layerfportion} and template presentation (second layerfportion}. A POSA would

have understood that the upstream changes made to those separate (first and

second) layersfportions are in fact external to the application (configured

presentation 90), in addition to “arising from” changes external to the application

(see‘[ 12 above). See, e.g., Ex. I006 at 8:16-64, discussing identifying updates to

template presentation at corporate headquarters, or at the facility of a third party

handling software servicefsupport, etc., which a POSA would have understood to

be external to the application.
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Petition, Paper 1 at 44 in IPR2015-01751, at 27 in IPR2015-01752

Balderrama, Ex. 1006/1106 at 11:64-67
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 12

automatically detects changes including modifications to files and records in

database 86 and updates to template presentation 80. (Ex. 10064 at FIG. 3; 2:16-

21; 1(114-21; 11:64-67; 12:34-38.) These changes impact how the application

(configured presentation 90) should operate, because they trigger re-configuration

of presentation 90 to present updated layouts, icons, graphics, items for sale,

prices, specials, branch cells, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63; 10:11-24.) For example, a

change to a branch cell in template presentation 80 would change whether the

configured presentation 90 is to call up a particular screen at a particular point in

its execution, thus impacting how the application should operate. (Id at 6:51-55.)

The detected changes to the files and records in database 86 arise from changes

external to the application program, such as a change in the set of items that a

particular sales outlet offers for sale, a change in the sales outlet’s price of an item

for sale, etc. (Id at 10: 14-21.) The detected changes to the template presentation

80 also arise from changes external to the application program, such as a change in

how corporate headquarters personnel require the presentation of items for sale to

be laid out, a change in the graphics and messages that corporate headquarters

chooses to include in all sales outlets’ presentations, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63.)

Updatefmodification detector 82 is labeled and described as a “detector,” it detects

when updates to the template presentation and modifications to the database files

and records necessitate reconfiguration of the presentation 90, for example by

detecting which portions of the presentation are affected by the modifications or

updates and therefore require reconfiguration. (Id. at 12:39-44.) ‘This detection is

performed automatically, without human involvement in the detection.

Updatefmodificalzion detector 82 thus automatically detects changes that arise from

changes external to the application program, and the automatically detected

changes impact how the application program should operate.
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1. A system for providing a dynamically generated appli-

cation having one or more functions and one or more user

interface elements; comprising:

a server computer:

one or more client computers connected to the server

computer over a computer network:

a first layer associated with the server computer contain-

ing information about the unique aspects ofa part

application:

a second layer associated with the server mputer con-

taining information about the user ' erface and func-

tions common to a variety of . . lications. a particular

application being genera = u based on the data in both
the lirst and second + ers-

a third layer associated with the server computer that

retrieves the data in the first and second layers in order

to generate the functionality and user interface ele-

ments of the application; and

a c ange management ayer or atttomatrca y etectrng

chan es that aifect an a lication.

each client computer firrther comprising a browser appl'

cation being executed by each client computer. who in

a user interface and functionality for the pa cuiar

application is distributo:i to the browser appli .

dynamically generated when the client co - uter con-

nects to the server computer.

‘482 Patent . 1001), claim 1.

a chair e mana ement la er for atrtomaticall deteetin

-1 aflim an aPP1i'~‘=tti0n~

27. In my opinion. the broadest reasonable interpretation a POSITA

would apply to a “change management layer“ is automatically detectin

‘482 patent. hese “changes" detected by the change ntanagernent layer arise from

changes external to the application promm.

Jagadish Deci. (Ex. 2032) at ‘J 27.

RPX Exhibit 1057

_ _ _ RPX .A|T
h rrnpact how the applrcatron p1'og1'am should operate. In the context of the ,pR2£,'154m51
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 12

12. The Balderramaflava Complete combination meets the claim

limitations referenced in ‘I ‘I above even when construed using Dr. Jagadish’s

overly narrow construction. Balderrama’s updatelmodification detector 82

automatically detects changes including—

—and updates to template presentation 80. (Ex. 10064 at FIG. 3; 2: 16-

21; 10 14-21; 11:64-67; 12:34-38.) These changes impact how the application

(configured presentation 90) should operate, because they trigger re-configuration

of presentation 90 to present updated layouts, icons, graphics, items for sale,

prices, specials, branch cells, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63; 10: 1 1-24.) For example, a

change to a branch cell in template presentation 80 would change whether the

configured presentation 90 is to call up a particular screen at a particular point in

its execution, thus impacting how the application should operate. (Id at 6:51-55.)

The detected changes to the files and records in database 86 arise from changes

external to the application program, such as a change in the set of items that a

particular sales outlet offers for sale, a change in the sales outlet’s price of an item

for sale, etc. (Id at 10: 14-21.) The detected changes to the template presentation

80 also arise from changes external to the application program, such as a change in

how corporate headquarters personnel require the presentation of items for sale to

be laid out, a change in the graphics and messages that corporate headquarters

chooses to include in all sales outlets’ presentations, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63.)

Updatefmodification detector 82 is labeled and described as a “detector,” it detects

when updates to the template presentation and modifications to the database files

and records necessitate reconfiguration of the presentation 90, for example by

detecting which portions of the presentation are affected by the modifications or

updates and therefore require reconfiguration. (Id. at 12:39-44.) This detection is

performed automatically, without human involvement in the detection.

Updatefmodificalzion detector 82 thus automatically detects changes that arise from

changes external to the application program, and the automatically detected

changes impact how the application program should operate.
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 132:21 – 133:7

}mS JEGADISH, PlI.D. — lJ6[2_'-1/2016 Page 132

delaying when a special is made available; right?

Did yo say Column 10 or some other --

Yeah. 10, Lines 10 to 25.

But that's where we are right now.

Yeah. If yo just keep reading.

Yes.

So a price change is an example of the type of change

that the update detector 82 detects; right?

Yes. There is an updatefmodification detector module

82 that is shown in Figure 3 of Ealderrama and

described —— at least partly described in Column 10

that we are talking about, and this module is

responsible for taking appropriate action when there

are database or template presentation updates.

And in the last sentence in Paragraph T5 of your

declaration you say that the update/modification

detector 82 detects when a manager has updated a

database in a way that will impact the menu on the

point of sale device: right?

That is correct.

DTI Court Reporting Solutiqn — Boston
1—61'?—5n12—l]lII39 www.d.epos:'I.t'.inrn.oom

I-IDSEGRBI-DER JEGBDISH, PH.D. - 06/23/2016 Page 133

- The way this system works is when there is say

a price change for a particular item, this —— the new

price is input by a manager, by a user into the

database, and.whichever menus include this item where

this price has been let's say increased will have

the —— the menu presentation is updated to reflect the

new price. so the manager has to input this thing once

the change to the price is input once by —— as user

input from the manager, and it is then propagated by

the Balderrama system to in general mnltiple

presentations that are impacted.

At the point of sale devices?

it the point of sale devices.

Right. End in the second sentence of Paragraph 14 of

your declaration you state that Balderrama provides

functionality and associated systems that enable a

manager to update that menu, I'm skipping a little

bit. and have those changes reflected on each of the

associated points of sale.

D'I'I Cclurlz Reporting Soluticm — Boston
1-617-542-0039 wIww.depos:i.ticn1.oom
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 12

12. The Balderramaflava Complete combination meets the claim

limitations referenced in ‘I 7 above even when construed using Dr. Jagadish’s

overly narrow construction. Balderrama’s updatelmodification detector 82

automatically detects changes including modifications to files and records in

database 86 and updates to template presentation 80. (Ex. 10064 at FIG. 3; 2:16-

21; HI l4-21; ll:64-67; 12:34-38.) These changes impact how the application

(configured presentation 90) should operate, because they trigger re-configuration

of presentation 90 to present updated layouts, icons, graphics, items for sale,

prices, specials, branch cells, etc. (Id at 6:48-63; 10:11-24.) For example, a

change to a branch cell in template presentation 80 would change whether the

configured presentation 90 is to call up a particular screen at a particular point in

its execution, thus impacting how the application should operate. (Id. at 6:51-55.)

 

 such as a change in the set of items that a

particular sales outlet offers for sale, a change in the sales outlet’s price of an item

for sale, etc. (Id at 10: 14-21.) The detected changes to the template presentation

80 also arise from changes external to the application program, such as a change in

how corporate headquarters personnel require the presentation of items for sale to

be laid out, a change in the graphics and messages that corporate headquarters

chooses to include in all sales outlets’ presentations, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63.)

Updatefmcdification detector 82 is labeled and described as a “detector,” it detects

when updates to the template presentation and modifications to the database files

and records necessitate reconfiguration of the presentation 90, for example by

detecting which portions of the presentation are affected by the modifications or

updates and therefore require reconfiguration. (Id at 12:39-44.) ‘This detection is

performed automatically, without human involvement in the detection.

Updatefmcdification detector 82 thus automatically detects changes that arise from

changes external to the application program, and the automatically detected

changes impact how the application program should operate.
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 12

12. ‘The Balderramaflava Complete combination meets the claim

limitations referenced in ‘I 7 above even when construed using Dr. Jagadish’ s

overly narrow construction. Balderrama’s updatelmodification detector 82

automatically detects changes including modifications to files and records in

databasessar-am (Ex. 1006“ at1=IG. 3:216-

21; 10:14-21; 11:64-67; 12:34-38.) Thesechanges—

 because the? trigger I6-Coflfigufalion

of presentation 90 to present updated layouts, icons, graphics, items for sale,

prices, specials, branch cells, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63; 10:11-24.) For example, a

change to a branch cell in template presentation 80 would change whether the

configured presentation 90 is to call up a particular screen at a particular point in

its execution, thus impacting how the application should operate (Id. at 6:51-55.)

The detected changes to the files and records in database 86 arise from changes

external to the application program, such as a change in the set of items that a

particular sales outlet offers for sale, a change in the sales outlet’s price of an item

for sale, etc. (Id at 10: 14-21.) The detected changes to the template presentation

80 also arise from changes external to the application program, such as a change in

how corporate headquarters personnel require the presentation of items for sale to

be laid out, a change in the graphics and messages that corporate headquarters

chooses to include in all sales outlets’ presentations, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63.)

Updatefmodification detector 82 is labeled and described as a “detector,” it detects

when updates to the template presentation and modifications to the database files

and records necessitate reconfiguration of the presentation 90, for example by

detecting which portions of the presentation are affected by the modifications or

updates and therefore require reconfiguration. (Id. at 12:39-44.) This detection is

performed automatically, without human involvement in the detection.

Updatefmodification detector 82 thus automatically detects changes that arise front

changes external to the application program, and the automatically detected

changes impact how the application program should operate.
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 12

12. The Balderramaflava Complete combination meets the claim

limitations referenced in ‘I 7 above even when construed using Dr. Jagadish’s

overly narrow construction. Balderrama’s updatelmodification detector 82

automatically detects changes including modifications to files and records in

database 86 and updates to template presentation 80. (Ex. 10064 at FIG. 3; 2:16-

21; HI 14-21; ll:64-67; 12:34-38.) These changes impact how the application

(configured presentation 90) should operate, because they trigger re-configuration

of presentation 90 to present updated layouts, icons, graphics, items for sale,

prices, specials, branch cells, etc. (Id at 6:48-63; 10:11-24.) For example, a

change to a branch cell in template presentation 80 would change whether the

configured presentation 90 is to call up a particular screen at a particular point in

its execution, thus impacting how the application should operate. (Id at 6:51-55.)

The detected changes to the files and records in database 86 arise from changes

external to the application program, such as a change in the set of items that a

particular sales outlet offers for sale, a change in the sales outlet’s price of an item

for sale, etc. (Id at 1&14-21.) 

 such as a change in

how corporate headquarters personnel require the presentation of items for sale to

be laid out, a change in the graphics and messages that corporate headquarters

chooses to include in all sales outlets’ presentations, etc. (Id. at 6:48-63.)

Updatefmodification detector 82 is labeled and described as a “detector,” it detects

when updates to the template presentation and modifications to the database files

and records necessitate reconfiguration of the presentation 90, for example by

detecting which portions of the presentation are affected by the modifications or

updates and therefore require reconfiguration. (Id at 12: 39-44.) This detection is

performed automatically, without human involvement in the detection.

Updatefmodification detector 82 thus automatically detects changes that arise from

changes external to the application program, and the automatically detected

changes impact how the application program should operate.
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POR, Paper 63 at 32 in IPR2015-01750

‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 34:5-8 in IPR2015-01750

Accordingly. tl1e “change management lajrer" a11d the associated "changes"

a1'e not shown in the combination of Balderrama and Java Complete. W'l1e11 those

terms a1'e 1'ead under the broadest reasonable interpretation in light of the

specification. claim 1 of the ‘482 patent cannot be obvious. 2032. "1 31: Ex.

2033. "I 62). Simi1arl§,«'. claim 21. including a method to automatically detect

"changes" that affect a pa1'ticula1' application. cannot be obvious in view of

Balderrama a11d Java Complete. (Id). The remaining dependent claims are not

anticipated by Balderrama in view of Java Complete by virtue of their

deveudeueiee en eleime 1 end 21-_

—(Ex. 2:32.11 32; Ex. 2033. -1 5.2).

POR, Paper 63 at 32 in IPR2015-01750

the fourth portion of the server being configured to auto-

matically detect changes that affect the informatioii in

the first portion of the server or the information in the

second portion of the server.

‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 34:5—8 in IPI-72015-01750
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RPX’s Expert,

Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 14

FtPX’s Expert,

Ex. 1062/1162 at fl 14

14. I disagree with Dr. Jagadish's assertion in ‘[ 78 of his declaration that

the changes detected in Balderrama “relate to a user performing an intemal change

to the application.” 

 whereas the configured presentation 90

corresponds to the claimed “application." When a user at a sales outlet makes a

modification to files and records in database 36 (Ex. I006 at l(]:'.-'— 10), or when

another user (e.g., at corporate headquarters) makes updates to template

presentation 80 (Id. at 8:16-67), those changes are not input directly to configured

presentation 90. Configured presentation 90 is the application that results from

subsequently bringing together the changed database files and records {first

layertponion} and template presentation (second layerfportion}. A POSA would

have understood that the upstteam changes made to those separate (first and

second) layersfportions are in fact external to the application (configured

presentation 90), in addition to “arising from" changes external to the application

(see‘[ 12 above). See, e.g., Ex. I006 at 8:16-64, discussing identifying updates to

template presentation at corporate headquarters, or at the facility of a third party

handling software servicefsupport, etc., which a POSA would have understood to

be external to the application.
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 16 in IPR2015-01751, at 15 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 16 in IPR2015-01751, at 15 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01751, at 16 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01751, at 16 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01751, at 16 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01751, at 16-17 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 18 in IPR2015-01751, at 17 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 18 in IPR2015-01751, at 17 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 18 in IPR2015-01751 and -01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 18 in IPR2015-01751, at 17 in IPR2015-01752
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Popp, FIG. 6B, Ex. 1004/1104

Petition, Paper 1 at 19 in IPR2015-01751, at 18 in IPR2015-01752
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POR at 24, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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‘482 patent at 32:27-28 (claim 1),

Ex. 1001 in IPR2015-01751,

Ex. 1101 in IPR2015-01752

POR at 23, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 66:5-7

I-IOSLGHAI-Hill EIEGADISH, PlI.D. — [I6/23f2lJ16 Page 65

changes that affect a particular application. And you

say, ". . . the meaning of 'changes' in this

limitation are changes that arise from changes

external to the application program‘; right?

'l‘hat is correct.

So what does arise from changes external to the

application program mean?

So I think that changes that are described in the

specification are things like regulatory changes,

changes to the laws. changes to the business

environment in which —— the rules under which a

company needs to operate. Those are the classes of

changes and applications that are described in the

specification. In terms of what is claimed, I see a

couple of things. One, simply in terms of plain

English. we have changes that affect an application.

Well. if changes affect an application, these changes

must be external to the application. Just in terms of

English. It's not changes in the state of an

application internally. More importantly, there --

there is plenty of intrinsic evidence of what these

changes are. and I have a couple of snippets that I

have quoted in my declaration of intrinsic evidence in

support of my understanding of what the word "change"

should mean or what it meant to a person of ordinary

D'I'I Omnzt Reporting Solution — Boston
1-61'?-5112-0039 wwIw.d.epoB:'I.t.ion.oom

Hosmsmnmn aausnorsn, 911.1). — D6/23/2016

skill reading the spec and the claims.

Okay. So a user is external to an application

program; right?

'l‘hat is correct .

_ However, the spec very clearly

distinguishes betwe changes in end—user functions,

as I quote in Paragraph 36. So it would be

inconsistent with the specification to interpret

changes to mean end—user input even if that end—user

input were the result of say regulatory changes or

whatever.

Hell. user input can arise from changes external to

the application. Can user input impact how the

application program should operate?
Yes.

Okay. Hhy doesn't user input meet your construction,
then?

It doesn't because it is expressly differentiated from

changes by the spec. As I was saying, in Paragraph 36

I have one instance of that differentiation in this --

Sorry. Paragraph 36?

Of my declaration, which cites to Column 10, Lines 3

to 14 of the “H32 patent.

I‘.|'I'I Court. Reporting Solution — Boston
1—61'?—5A.l2—l]IEI39 IIww.depoBition.c:o'm
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 1058/1158 at 111:4-10

I-IC‘.\SJK5.'rR.llI-ILR JEGADISH, PH.D. — 06/23/2016 Page 11.2
I-IDSEGRAI-DIR CIEGBDISH, PH.D. - lJ6I23/2016 Page 1.1.1

_ _ "change" in those contexts was being used not in the
Okay. And I think we talked about some of this. A

wa thatthebi Cchanewas thechanethat the
user is external to an application program; right? Y 9 9 9

YES‘ patent cares about and the claims care about.
Okay. So let's explore that. Right? Because you're

supposed to give the words their plain and ordinary

meaning consistent with the spec; right?

I believe I'm supposed to give it the broadest

reasonable interpretation consistent with the spec.

End the broadest reasonable interpretation, and I'm

not trying to pin you on this, I'm just trying to help
- So in particular you're saying as a

_ the conversation. the broadest reasonable
hypothetical there was a regulatory change even

_ _ _ _ interpretation for a word that is not defined is the
dealing with the specific setup of the spec. Yes,

plain and ordinary meaning consistent with the
there could be a regulatory change and that regulatory

_ _ _ specification? 'I‘hat is the standard to be applied?
change could be something that you as an intelligent

Oka .

user processed in your head, decided this is something Y
_ _ Okay. End you are saying the word 'change' is used

you needed to reflect in your system, and you provided
_ different ways in the specification; right? And when

some user input to reflect that.
see it in the claim, it's not talkin about the

and that user input is a change; right? You 9
kind of change that I pointed to earlier where a user

No. User inputs are not changes in the way the word
_ _ _ makes a manual change; you're saying it is a different

"change" is used 111 the claim lang11age as we've
_ _ kind of change, so the word is describing something

discussed earlier today.
_ different. Is that a fair summation of your position

Hell, we talked earlier about the example of the
_ _ _ _ on this?

specification referring to the manual change to the
I believe that the word "chan e' is not a word that in

configuration and user routines; right? 9
terms of its plain and ordinary meaning should beYeah. End we talked about the fact that that word

I‘.|'I'I Court. Reporting Solution — Boston
DTI CC'“1"-'- R‘3PDl"-'-3'-D9 S0111‘-'-i011 ‘ 3033011 1-617-542-0039 www.depoB:i.ticrn.uc|m

1—61'?—5n12—l]lII39 |Iww.d.epoBiticIn.aum
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RPX’s Expert, Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 8

8. 

 Paws inputcontrr-I

object 664 automatically detects changes such as modification of a field 632 within

Web page 622 to specify a new employee name. (E11. 10042 at 22: 3742.) A

POSA would have understood that such a change impacts how the application (the

Web page) should operate, at least because the Web page should display the new

name in field 632 after the input is received. A POSA would have further

understood that the detected change (input modifying the field to specify a new

employee name) would have arisen from a change external to the application

program, such as a new employee being hired, or a cun'ent employee changing her

name, giving rise to the user’s consequent change to the field. lnputControl object

664 detects the change by examjning request information to determine which

requests are relevant to it. (Id. at 22:3’.-"—4l.} It performs this detection

automatically, without human involvement in the detection. InputControl object

664 thus automatically detects changes that arise from changes external to the

application program, which impact how the application program should operate.

RPX’s Expert, EX. 1062/1162 at fl 8
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POR at 25, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750

‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 34:5-8 in IPR2015-01750

For similar reasons, Popp’s disclosure of reaction to user input text is

inadequate to anticipate the “fourth portion” limitation required in every claim of

the ‘1 11 patent. (EX. 2032,11 65; Ex. 2033,1111 49-50).

POR at 25, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750

the fourth portion of the server being configured to auto-

matically detect changes that affect the information in

the first portion of the server or the information in the

second portion of the server.

‘111 patent, EX. 1001 at 34.'5-8 in IPR2015-01750
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Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01750

When inputControl object 664 detects a change

such as user modification of field 632 in Web page 622, the Web page objects

(second portion) are automatically modified by storing the data retrieved from the

Web page form in text object 654 and/or context object 628, and the database 630

(first portion) is automatically modified to store the changed data. (FIG. 6B; 22:28-

62; Crovella 1] 40.) This affects the information in the first portion of the server (eg,

the employee name stored in the database) and the information in the second portion

of the server (eg, the employee name stored in the Web page objects),

Petition, Paper 1 at 17 in IPR2015-01750
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Petition, Paper 1 at 31 in IPR2015-01751, at 48 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 108, col. 2, para. 2
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Petition, Paper 1 at 31 in IPR2015-01751, at 48 in IPR2015-01752

A tutoring course generated with a particular U1 is a particular “application” as

recited in the claims, as it is a program executable by a computer to do something

useful other than maintaining the computer itself (e. g._, providing instructional content

to a student). (Crovella ‘H 101, 104; see § VIA wpra.)

Petition, Paper 1 at31 in IPR2015-01751, at 48 in IPR2015-01752
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Petition, Paper 1 at 31 in IPR2015-01751, at 48 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at FIG. 7
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Petition, Paper 1 at 31 in IPR2015-01751, at 48-49 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 117, col. 1, para. 4
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Petition, Paper 1 at 31-32 in IPR2015-01751, at 49 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 117, col. 1, para. 5
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Petition, Paper 1 at 32 in IPR2015-01751, at 49 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 117, col. 1, para. 4
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Petition, Paper 1 at 32 in IPR2015-01751, at 49 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 117, col. 1, para. 4

Petition, Paper 1 at 32 in IPR2015-01751, at 49 in IPR2015-01752
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Petition, Paper 1 at 32-33 in IPR2015-01751, at 50 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 114, col. 2, para. 6
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Petition, Paper 1 at 32-33 in IPR2015-01751, at 50 in IPR2015-01752

Kovacevic, Ex. 1005/1105 at p. 114, col. 2, para. 6

Petition, Paper 1 at 33 in IPR2015-01751, at 50 in IPR2015-01752
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POR at 27-28, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751



86
POR at 25, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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1062/1162 at ¶ 10

10. Kovacevic meets the claim limitations referenced in ‘][ 7 above even

when construed using Dr. Jagadish’s overly narrow construction. Kovacevic’s

sequencing control primitives automatically detect changes that affect how a

tutoring application should operate, by causing UI primitives (which form part of

how the application operates when enabled) to be enabled or disabled. (Ex. 10053

A POSA would have understood that the detected changes arise from

changes external to the application program, as changes in a student’s input via the

UI or selection of U1 elements in a tutoring application arise from changes in the

student’s progress in learning the course material, in the student’s understanding

1062/1162 at 1/' 10
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POR at 25, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750

‘111 patent, Ex. 1001 at 34:5-8 in IPR2015-01750

Likewise, claims 13-18 of the ‘U1 patent cannot be anticipated by Kovacevic

because Kovacevic does not disclose the required “fourth portion.” (Ex. 2032, 1]

73; Ex. 2033,11 55).

POR at 25, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750

the fourth portion of the server being configured to auto-

matically detect changes that affect the inforniation in

the first portion of the server or the information in the

second portion of the server.

‘111 patent, EX. 1001 at 34.'5-8 in IPR2015-01750
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Petition, Paper 1 at 25-26 in IPR2015-01750

Kovacevic’s sequencing control primitives automatically d.etect changes that

affect the information-flow-control primitives in an application. (p. ll4, col. 2, 11 6;

Crovella 11 57.) Changes such as user input via the U1 or selection of U1 elements

affect the information in the second. portion of the server, e. g._, by causing certain U1

elements to be enabled. or disabled. (p. 115, col. 2; Crovella ‘H 57.)

Petition, Paper 1 at 25-26 in lPF:’2015-01750
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POR, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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POR at 11-12, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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…

Ex. 1058/1158 at 17-18

HDSAGRAHAR JAGEDISH, PH.D. - 06/23I2CIl6 Page 17

happen, I wouldn't be able to perform the addition

that I would like to have the computer system do for

me. In a similar way, if —— as part of what I need to

do, sme value had to be stored somewhere. If that

didn't happen, I would not be able to do what I wanted

to accomplish. Therefore, it is certainly not the

case that the storage of some value in a database is

not useful to me, but my point is that that in itself

doesn't constitute an application. It constitutes a

component task of an applidatitnr or a service that is
being utilized by my application. That is not my

purpose. That is not my application. That is an

underlying system utility.

So is it your testimony that a database is a utility?

In the context of these patents, a database is a

utility for the user.

So when you say in the context of these patents, why

are you qualifying your answer about whether a

database is a utility based upon the context of these

applications? Sorry. The context of these patents.

The qualification is because when one considers

computer systems that are multiple layers as I was

trying to say a few minutes ago and depending on the

framing of the matter at hand, the matter of interest,

it is commonly the case that one will refer to the

I-IIDSAGRAHAR JBGADISH, PH.D. - 06I23I2C|l6 Page 13

lower layer as the system and the upper layer as the

application, and so you might have six layers, and if

the current focus of interest is between layers three

and four, then you might for the purposes of that

consider layer four to be application, even though

it's still far removed from the user. So if you're a

computer designer, you're not building a database. A

database is something that uses your computer, and for

you anything that uses your computer is an application

on the computer. It's something that somebody wants

to do because it does something useful for them, and

you don't know any better and that's not your concern

and you're -- you're just worried about what are the

demands that these programs, these applications that

other people might write that will put on my machine,

how do I satisfy them best. Those are the primary

things you think about. If one looks at things from a

user perspective, the application is the thing that's

responsive to the user's specific needs, and

everything below that are services that are supporting

the user accomplish what they want to do and they're

supporting the application.

If you look at the ISO, the International

Standards Organization, model, for instance, they have

a multilayer model for networking, and —— which is a

DTI COUJ-‘t ReP°1t-1'-H9 5°11-1ti°T1 ‘ 30913911 D'I'I Court Reporting Solution - Boston
1—61'F—542—0039 WW-deposition-can 1-517-542-0039 www.depoaition.ccm
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 19:23-25

…

I-IDSJIGHAI-11!]! JEGADISH, PH.D. — 06/23/2016 Page 19

very standard sort of thing, and. it has sev or so

layers, and you will see that there are multiple

levels of services and the application layer is near

the top, and that's what the user interacts with.

That's the thing that's doing useful work for the

user. And there are all kinds of things that happ

at lower levels. And at each level of concern, well,

you might say, well, everything above that for me at

that lower level is an application.

And so it was primarily because of this

sort of loose two level dichotomy type of thinking,

which is commonly the case, that I was careful to

point out that a database is not an application from

the perspective of this patent or, in fact, if you

just ask me in general, a database wouldn't be an

application, but if you ask me can I find some

document where a database would have been referred to

as an application, I probably could if I looked at

some computer design document where somebody was

trying to say, well, the workload of a database often

causes movement of data in this manner, therefore we

should make sure that our bus went to so—and—so or

something like this because—

—and they may have referred to a database

I-IQSLGRAI-IL]! JEGADISH, PH.D. — 06/23/2016 Page 20

as an application. That doesn't make it appropriate

to think of a database as an application. It usually

is not.

Can a user use an application to do things that are

not work that's useful to the user?

So you want to know whether there can be work that is

not useful? Is that a fair reading of your question?

Yeah. So your interpretation of an application

program is that it's not only a higher level program

that's used by an e:nd—user but it performs specific

kind of work that is useful to the end—user. And so

my question is. can there be software that a user uses

that does not do work that's useful to the user?

I haven't considered that issue carefully. This is a

definitional issue. I'm trying to think about

software that does work that is not useful. I mean, I

could write now some software that does something and

it's not useful. So I suppose there are things like

this that one could work through hypothetically, and I

just haven't considered such hypotheticals. The point

I'm trying to make here and the point of the

definition here which is really drawn from the

extrinsic definitions that were in the Crovella

declaration is simply to point out that the work that

we are considerin —— the work that —— if you assume

DTI 0°“-‘"3 R-EP°l"33'-D9 3°]-"-1'3i°11 ‘ 595'-'-an I‘.|'I'I Court Reporting Solution — Boston
1"517'542‘°n39 “""'-dEP°5i'3i°"1-°°"' 1—61'.?—5A.l2—lJl.'I39 w-Int.depositiorn..c:orm
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 15:17-19

I-IDSJIGRAI-HER CIEGADISH, PH.D. - 06/23/2016 Page 1.5
I-IDSDGRAI-ILR CIEGADISH, PlI.D. — lJ6[2_'-I/2016 Page 16

may not distinguish between the multiple layers that

are above you. I think that the —— what I just said

notwithstanding in the context of something like this

patent where there is a particular user motivation in

this case. a lot of spaces devoted in the

specification describing the regulatory environment

and environmental regulation and so on, it is clear

that the perspective of the user, which is important

in defining what should be an application, is

something that addresses the user's interests where

the user is somebody who cares about compliance with

environmental rules.

So I'm not sure I was clear on what the answer was.

Do you consider a database in the context —— let me

strike that.

'I‘hese claims refer to an application

program 

_

—

And why not?

I think that's what I was trying to explain, and maybe

I said too much in response to the previous question

and ended up being unclear or being confusing. I

think what I was trying to say was the context of

these patents clearly indicates what a user should be

from the perspective of this —— these patents, and an

application is something that would be responsive to

the needs of such a user and would do something useful

for that user. 'I‘hat's the context that is

established. End therefore something that's merely a

database is going to be a utility. It's not something

that in itself is doing something useful for the user.

It's a tool. It's a —— it's a part of the system.

'I‘he system has multiple layers. The layer that's

actually doing useful work for the user is something

that's helping the user navigate the regulatory

environment. understand environmental rules and couply

with them. 'I‘hese are the sorts of things that we are

building a system to do. That's the application.

Things that are doing lower level tasks and support

are not the application.

Okay. So a database stores data; correct?

'I‘hat is correct.

Okay. End do I understand correctly you think storing

data —— storing a user's data is not performing work
that's useful for the user? Is that correct?

No. 'I‘hat is not what I said. Moving a bit on a wire

is also something that is useful to a user. If I'm

trying to add two numbers, some —— some voltages a:I:e

going up and down. and that is —— if that didn't

D'I.'I Court Reporting Solution — Boston
DTI 00‘-1I't Reporting Solution - B051’-011 1-617-542-0039 Inn|'.depoBitim:l.oo1n

1—61'?—5A.l2—lJIEI39 wrIIu'.depositiurn.c:o1n
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 32:5-7

IMSHGHAFER JEGBDISH. P11-IL - 06/23/2916 Page 31 Hosnsmnmn aausnolsn, 1111.1). — 06/23/2016 Page 32

W911]-‘i G113]-it? 35 311 aPPii9ati0n- That i3 not the that's the vehicle through which the information is

IJIEMBBI Elpplicéltiflll. Whiflh ifi What really We're downloaded that allows the generation of the

taI|J<:'IJ1g about here. particular application. But I guess the question is

Okay. End 1 just Want to make Sure I Ulldeffitalld whether that's consistent with how you're reading it.

correctly because I'm not sure —— the claim refers to yenh_ 1 helieve net_ 

3 brmer aPP1i°a'=i°I'r 1"“ I'M readinfi that 3“  

different than the application. I just want to make  Let's say get up a

sure that we're referring to the same thing. But I work flow to determine compliance with some

read the last clause as saying the client comprises a regu]_atj_en_ one could know what the nature of that

browser application but then the user interface and work flow ehcnld be without the regulation actually

tn-n9ti9n3iitY i933 the Pal’-‘ti9nia1" aPPii9ati9n ia having been passed or without the regulation actually

distributed to the browser application, and what we've heing at hand in term of having __ having rules that

been t3]-ti-n9 3h9nt 39 being ‘i)'na‘ni9-aii)’ Senerated in determine what one would do if something happened, and

What the C]-3iTl'l refe-‘fa t9 at the 'Pa1”ti9niai‘ the patent specification talks about how one might

application" rather than the browser application. Is eeneider rules for thie Fur-poee_ so the particular

that Consistent With your understanding? application that we're talking about is this

So let's go back to the preamble of this claim. There eeneeptnal thing of in my example a work flow creating

in 3 ‘iYn3“"i93iiY Qenerated aPPii9ati9n- it )"9n'15'e application. and you have a work flow creating

199-king 3t the hr9“"="-ei" aPPii9ati0n and aePa1"atin9 that application and information about how to create a work

fr9fl'l the P3rti9ni3r aPPii9ati9n: Wninn 9t the t‘‘'9 are flow. et cetera. already in the server. When the

Y9“ 99hhe9ti-"19 t9 ‘iYna‘ni9-ail)" generated aPPii9-atien? client connects to the server, the information that is

Th3t'5 the -- th3t'5 the qneatinn tii”at- there in this particular work flow creating

i think it'5 the P3rti9nia1" aPPii9ati9n- I think What application as stored in these multiple layers is

thin 9i3i“'l in 53YinS in Y9“ naVe a niient tnat'a combined with the other configuring information from

running a browser that lets it talk to the server and the ether ]_aYe_-he and then a configured dynamically

I‘.|'I'I Ocrulzt Reporting Solution — Boston D-1-1 court Reporting Solution — Boston
1-517-542-9039 “"""'-d-9P°3i-titni-99"‘ 1-617-542-0039 wIww.depoBition.c:o'm
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 21:15-20

I-IQSJK-}R.llI-ILR CIEGADISII, PlI.D. — 06/23/2016 Page 21
I-IDSEGRBI-lit]! JEGADISH, PH.D. - 06/23/2016 Page 22

that —— let's —— let's not worry about programs that

don't do anything useful or programs that aren't doing

work or. you know. hypotheticals of that nature.

Right? Typically a computer program does something,

it does something useful. That's why you write a

program. The programs that are doing things that are

directly useful to the end—user are application

programs and things that are supporting this

application program to do its thing are system

programs. things that are below this or services of

various types. things that are related to the computer

itself for various services that it provides to the

application.

But I'd like to go back to your hypothetical for a

sec==nd- 

_because I can -- if I

write an application program and it's buggy, it could

do something that's useless or it could actually haIm

because it gave you the wrong answers, for instance,

and misled you into doing something that it shouldn't

have. 'I‘hat wouldn't change the character of the

program. It would still be an application program, a

faulty one.

Right. So your definition of an application program

that restricts it doing work that's useful to the

end—user actually excludes things that you would agree

are application programs; right?

Not really. I think we considered hypotheticals a

minute ago that were really hypothetical. Normally

one isn't operating systems that have major bugs in

them and you don't try to work things with —— with

systems that are meant to do something useless. I

think —— I think that if one considers normal systems

that are doing what one would expect them to do that

have been written as one would expect systems to be

written. I believe that this definition is appropriate

and adequate. I don't think that one should tie one's

self up in knots dealing with hypotheticals that are

strange systems.

So let's take a look at Claim 1 of the ‘I182 patent.

End I'd like to ask you some questions about the

relationship between the layers that are recited in

this claim and what the claim refers to as the

dynamically generated application. Okay? So the

second layer contains information about functions that

are common to a variety of applications; right?

I‘.|'I'I Cclurlz Reporting Solution — Boston
D'I'I Cclurlz Reporting Solution — Boston _-|__517_542_Dn,39 |Iww.depoBiticm.oom

1-617-542-0039 wrww.depoBiticm.c:o'm
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Ex. 1062/1162 at ¶ 15

15. I disagree as well with Dr. Jagadish’s assertion at ‘][ 25 of his

declaration that a web page is not an “application” as claimed. I have already

explained in my previous declaration how “application” should properly be

construed and how Popp’s web page, in particular, meets this construction.

Additionally, such a web page would meet even Dr. Jagadish’s construction of

“application” (at ‘][ 23 of his declaration) as “a higher level program for use by an

end—user; its work is not related to the computer itself, and therefore is not a

utility.”

EX. 1062/1162 at 1/' 15
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Petitioner’s Reply to POR, Paper 70 at 25-26 in IPR2015-01750, 

Paper 72 at 25-26 in IPR2015-01751, Paper 70 at 24-25 in IPR2015-01752
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POR at 31, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751,

Citing to Ex. 2031 at 82:25 – 83:25
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Ex. 1061/1161 at ¶ 21

Ex. 1061/1161 at ¶ 29

21» Thus» at ahigh1eveL 

one layer includes metadata that defines the unique aspects of an application; and the other layer

includes metadata that defines aspects common to a variety of applications-—

EX. 1061/1161 at fl21

29. By using the metadata to define software applications, the invention is able to

automate the software modification process by generating an application’s executable code from

interpreting its metadam Moreover»sin<=e 

 which eliminates the need to modify or rewrite the application’s source

code, a person without extensive software programming skill may also be able to modify the

application’s metadata and thus making changes to the application. This lessens the demand on

software developers and programmers as well-

EX. 1061/1161at1/'29
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POR at 19-20, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751,

Citing to Ex. 2031 at 53:10-25
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1. A system for providing a dynamically generated appli-

cation having one or more functions and one or more user

interface elements; comprising:

a server computer:

one or more client computers connected to the server

computer over a computer network:

a first layer associated with the server computer contain-

ing information about the unique aspects ofa part

application:

a second layer associated with the server mputer con-

taining information about the user ' erface and func-

tions common to a variety of . . lications. a particular

application being genera = u based on the data in both
the lirst and second + ers-

a third layer associated with the server computer that

retrieves the data in the first and second layers in order

to generate the functionality and user interface ele-

ments of the application; and

a c ange management ayer or atttomatrca y etectrng

chan es that aifect an a lication.

each client computer firrther comprising a browser appl'

cation being executed by each client computer. who in

a user interface and functionality for the pa cuiar

application is distributo:i to the browser appli .

dynamically generated when the client co - uter con-

nects to the server computer.

‘482 Patent . 1001), claim 1.

a chair e mana ement la er for atrtomaticall deteetin

-1 aflim an aPP1i'~‘=tti0n~

27. In my opinion. the broadest reasonable interpretation a POSITA

would apply to a “change management layer“ is automatically detectin

‘482 patent. hese “changes" detected by the change ntanagernent layer arise from

changes external to the application promm.

Jagadish Deci. (Ex. 2032) at ‘J 27.

RPX Exhibit 1057

_ _ _ RPX .A|T
h rrnpact how the applrcatron p1'og1'am should operate. In the context of the ,pR2£,'154m51
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 94:16-20

a chan e mama ement la 13- for aulomaticall delectin

changes tat aflect an application.

27. In my opinion. the broadest reasollable interpretation a POSITA

would apply to a “change management layer“ is autotnatically detectin Rpx E,m;b;t1g57
RPX V. AIT

which impact how the application p1'og1'am sllould operate. In the context of the 'PR2°15'°175°
—

‘482 patent. hese “changes” detected by the change management layer arise fiom _

changes external to the application p1'ograu1.

Jagadish Decl. (Ex. 2032) at'] 27.

And then the blue box illustrates that the words "that

affect an application" in the claim are replaced by --

in the construction by "which impact how the

application program should operate"; right?

YES .

EX. 1058/1158 at 94:16-20
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Ex. 1058/1158 at 44:19 – 45:4

And I think what I'm saying is I don't believe that I

formally construed affect. I think that thinking

about how an application is affected, if an

application is affected, then it will operate

differently. It'll do something different. That's

the whole point of something affecting something.

It'll do something different. So that's all —— that's

all that this is. This is not a formal construction.

I'm not offering a formal construction of the word

"affect. " 

4 

EX. 1058/1158 at 44:19 — 45:4
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AIT’s Expert, Ex. 2032 at ¶¶ 70-71

US. Patent No. 31,356,482 Case Nos IPR2015-01750
Inter Par-re; Review EPR20l S-t)1?51

Parent Owiier’s Response II'R201S-01}‘52

69. In contrast to, for example, claim 1 of the ‘482 patent, Kovacevic is

incapable of automatically detecting changes which impact how the application

program should operate. And no “changes” in Kovacevic appear to arise fimn

any'th.ingotherthanuserinteraction_ So,thesechangesneverarisefmmchanges

external to the application.

T0. The Petitioner and the Board relied upon "UI primitives” within

Kovacevic as meeting this limitation. (Decision at 33-35). However, as Dr.

Crcrvella explained, the user interface “monitor finr and automatically

detect changes such as user input via the [T or selection of III elements, which

_bycausing other In piimiiives to be enabled 01' disabled. For

example, a UI element may have a precondition specifying that the element

will only be enabled as part of the application’s UI if the user performs a certain

action, which a sequencing control primitive may automatically detect in order to

enable the elements UI primitive." (Exh_ 1002, 1] 108). (emphasis added}.

'3']. Kovacevic’s disclosure, relied upon by the Board, is essentially a

user interface interaction that triggers an application to react as programmed. In my

opiniomapersonoforrlinaryflintheartwouldnothave concludedthat

Kovacevic anticipates claim 1. There is nothing in Ko<vacevic’s disclosure that

suggests that any aspect of Kovacevic, including these user interface interactions,

US. Patent No. ?,356,482 Case Nos IPR2015-01'?50
1rirerPar1e.r Review IPR2t)l 5-0 1?51

Patent 0wiier’s Response IPR201S-01}‘S2

automatically detect[s] changes which_In

particular, Kovacevic’s purported “changes” do not arise from changes external to

the application program.

'32. It is my opinion that Kovacevic’s disclosure ofuser interaction with

a user interface which causes the application to react according to its programming

cannot anticipate clai.m 1 of the ‘432 patent when the of “change

managernent layer” and “changes” are properly understood Similarly, claim 21,

which requires a method to automatically detect “changes” that affect a

application, like the “change management layer” cannot be anticipated by

Kovacevic I further understand that dependent clam cannot be anticipated by

Popp iftheyfailto anticipate thehase claims 1 antl2.l.

?'3_ Further, since claim 13 of the ‘I ll patent includes the term “fourth

portion”, which should be cmtrued as the same as the “change management

layer” of claim 1 of the ‘482 patent, Popp does not disclose all of the limitations of

claim 13 either. Since claims 14-18 depend on claim. 13, Popp does not disclose all

ofthe limitations ofclaims 14-18 either.

111 Balderrama and Java Complete do not render the claims of the ‘482

patent or the ‘lll patent obvious hecause it does not disclose changes

that are external to the application program

AIT’s Expert, Ex. 2032 at 111/ 70-71
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Ex. 1060/1160 at 5-6

B. “changes that affect . . ."’

Claim Term I Phrase AIT Proposed Constmcrinu Salesforce Proposed
Consnucdnn

“changes that affect the “changes to an applicatiorfs “modifications to
information in the first metadata“ regliiatory, technological, or
portion of the server or the social requirements stored
in.formation in the second in a t:l.ti.rd party repository
portion of the server“ that afi'ect information

about unique aspects of a
(‘ill claim 13] Pmiiflliiii 31313111—'3U0'1 UTfunctions common to

various applications"

‘c ges t a ' ' ' 111 campus to
particular application”.-" reglilatory, technological, or
“changes that afioct an social requirements stored
application" in a third party repository

that affect an application“
(‘482 claims 1__ 21}

Salesforce"s proposed con_st1'L1ction_s for the “changes that affect . . limitations in the

patents—in—suit shouldbe rejected because those proposed conslmctions are undulynarrow As

5
P]'_Al'N'1"[F'.l-' APPLICATIONS TN 1'N'I'EENE'l'
"H1-EE. LLC‘S REPLY CLAIM CONSTRUCTION BRIEF CASE NO. 3:13-cs-D0618-E.CJ—V'PC

Case 3:13—ov-00528-RCJ-VPC Document 73 Filed lO.'3[lt‘l5 Page 7 of 19

discussed in A1T's opening brief, there is no support in the patent for Salesforces proposed

language that the changes must be limited to information “stored in a third party repository."

Salesforce incorrectly relies onportions of the specification describing instances where the

detected changes are changes to information that is stored outside of the claimed system.-

_tether ehe=1"'-Wee‘ in 8 third Parse reeeeieerr” Indeed

in one of the passages cited by Salesforce the specification states that "'[t]he internet is one

source of information on regulatory changes that is both prompt and cost-effective." (Boebel

Dec1_, Ex. 1 (‘432 patent, at 10224-260} (emphasis added). The specification therefore explicitly

E\-DO¢t-e-.'IO‘\L.-'1-lh'-I-ll‘-‘II-‘
states that the Internet is only one of many possible sources of inforniatioai regarding changes that

,_t ,_t affect an application.

EX. 1060/1160 at 5-6
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POR at 30, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751
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Ex. 1060/1160 at 7

POR at 18, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751

Salesforce also erroneously contends that the “changes that affect . . .” limitations should

be limited to three specific categories of “modifications to regulatory, technological, or social

requirements.” Salesforce asserts that “the specification does not identify any other categories of

material changes detected by the claimed change management layer,” but this is incorrect. (Def.

Br. at 2018-13). The specification states that the change management layer “includes one or more

change agents that . . . identify and bring to the user’s attention relevant regulatory and non-

regulatory changes found on the Web that may affect a user’s business.” (Boebel Decl., Ex. 1

(‘482 patent, at 934-38)). In other Words, the specification describes that-

not just changes within certain categories of subject matter.

EX. 1060/1160 at 7

The term “change management layer” would be understood to one of

ordinary skill in the art as “a layer that automatically detects changes which

impact how the application program should operate.” (Ex. 2032, fll 27; Ex.

2033, 11 26) The associated 

—(Ex. 2032, ‘H 27; Ex. 2033, ‘W 27-28)

POI-7 at 18, Paper 63 in IPI-72015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPI-72015-01751
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Ex. 1059/1159 at 11

POR at 18, Paper 63 in IPR2015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPR2015-01751

Claim Term / Phrase AIT Proposed Construction Salesforce Pronosed
Construction

“changes that affect a “modifications to

particular application”/ regulatory, technological, or

“changes that affect an social requirements stored

application” in a third party repository

that affect an application”

(‘482 claims 1, 21)

EX. 1059/1159 at 11

The term “change management layer” would be understood to one of

ordinary skill in the art as “a layer that automatically detects-

 <Ex.2032, ‘H 27: Ex.

POI-7 at 18, Paper 63 in IPI-72015-01750 and -01752, Paper 65 in IPI-72015-01751
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